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Across
1. reddish brown bird

2. hunting dog

3. indians eat it

4. brown like a sheep

8. longneck

11. lives in trees and eats plants

13. lives in the mountains

18. found in some parts of hemisphere

19. likes to sit in the sun

20. long beak that has a flat end

21. like an antelope

22. long tail

25. likes to float on its back

26. big sea animal has blubber

27. mammal of africa

31. baby horse

33. pink

38. offspring donkey or horse

39. sea bird

40. related to a crow

41. simaliar to a unicorn

46. found in the arctic

47. like a sheep

50. the are in the rose parade

52. smaller than an ostirch

56. simaliar to a chicken

57. fierce scary slimy

58. long slithers

60. stings you

62. like a turtle

63. you can see it when you go to see animals

64. monarch

65. zodiac calender animal

66. eats fish

Down
5. trained to pronounce words

6. eats ants

7. green shell

9. big tronk

10. white fluffy

12. santa has these

14. like a weasel

15. holds its baby on its stmach

16. eats insects on tree trunks

17. makes milk

23. pecks at wood

24. hippo for short

28. april fools day

29. active at night

30. black and big

32. green long tail

34. gold colored

35. high speed over short distances

36. orange and black

37. you take it for a walk

42. wool

43. orange or red

44. striped

45. like a dolphin

48. like a cow

49. brown sea animal

51. black lives in the widerness

53. black and white find it in china common animal

54. a asian bird

55. baby cow

59. baby horse

61. green similair to a toad


